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Obtaining accurate and widespread measurements of the vertical structure of the Earth’s forests has been a long-
sought goal for the ecological community. Such observations are critical for accurately assessing the existing
biomass of forests, and how changes in this biomass caused by human activities or variations in climate may
impact atmospheric CO2 concentrations. Additionally, the three-dimensional structure of forests is a key
component of habitat quality and biodiversity at local to regional scales. The Global Ecosystem Dynamics
Investigation (GEDI) was launched to the International Space Station in late 2018 to provide high-quality mea-
surements of forest vertical structure in temperate and tropical forests between 51.6 N & S latitude. The GEDI
instrument is a geodetic-class laser altimeter/waveform lidar comprised of 3 lasers that produce 8 transects of
structural information. Over its two-year nominal lifetime GEDI is anticipated to provide over 10 billion wave-
forms at a footprint resolution of 25 m. These data will be used to derive a variety of footprint and gridded
products, including canopy height, canopy foliar profiles, Leaf Area Index (LAI), sub-canopy topography and
biomass. Additionally, data from GEDI are used to demonstrate the efficacy of its measurements for prognostic
ecosystem modeling, habit and biodiversity studies, and for fusion using radar and other remote sensing in-
struments. GEDI science and technology are unique: no other space-based mission has been created that is spe-
cifically optimized for retrieving vegetation vertical structure. As such, GEDI promises to advance our
understanding of the importance of canopy vertical variations within an ecological paradigm based on structure,
composition and function.1. Introduction and accurate way of obtaining this detailed vertical structure at theFor over 50 years NASA, along with other international space
agencies, has supported important scientific and policy issues related to
the present and future states of the Earth’s carbon and water cycles, its
climate, its habitat suitability, and other ecosystem services using a
constellation of Earth orbiting satellites. The three-dimensional structure
of forests and their above-ground carbon content (as estimated from
above-ground biomass density, hereafter AGBD) continue to be the most
crucial information gaps in the observational archive. The most directPreinkert Dr, College Park, MD, 2
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vier B.V. This is an open access arresolution and accuracy required is through lidar remote sensing. While
airborne lidar remote sensing of the land surface continues to accelerate,
there have been only a few non-atmospheric spaceborne lidars, begin-
ning with the Shuttle Laser Altimeter (SLA) (Garvin et al., 1998), which
was followed by the ICESat (Schutz et al., 2005) and the current ICESat2
missions (Abdalati et al., 2010). ICESat stopped data collection in 2009.
These missions, along with the continued development and application
of analogue spaceborne data from NASA’s large-footprint airborne in-
strument LVIS (the Land Ice and Vegetation Sensor) (Blair et al., 1999)0742, USA.
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canopy structure from space.
To fill this ongoing gap in widespread observations of forest canopy
structure, the Global Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation (GEDI) was
proposed and selected as part of NASA’s Earth System Science Pathfinder
(ESSP) Earth Ventures 2 (EV-2) competition. GEDI was successfully
launched from Cape Canaveral, Florida in the Dragon capsule of SpaceX
CRS-16 on board a Falcon 9 rocket and subsequently installed in its new
home on the Japanese Experiment Module-Exposed Facility (JEM-EF) on
board the International Space Station (ISS) in December of 2018.
GEDI will sample about 4% of the Earth’s land surface over its two-
year nominal mission, acquiring over 10 billion cloud-free shots. GEDI
lidar observations are used to create data sets on canopy height, canopy
cover and vertical profile, canopy leaf area index and profile, topography,
and footprint-level and gridded AGBD, among others. These are the first
spaceborne measurements from an instrument specifically optimized to
measure vegetation structure and which form the basis of critical refer-
ence data sets. GEDI data are anticipated to be used by the scientific
community for far ranging applications, by themselves, and in fusion
with other existing and planned radar missions, such as TerraSAR-X add-
on for Digital Elevation Measurement (TanDEM-X) (Krieger et al., 2007),
NASA-ISRO SARMission (NISAR) (Rosen et al., 2015), Sentinel-1 (Torres
et al., 2012) and BIOMASS (Le Toan et al., 2011), along with other op-
tical data sets such as from Landsat and MODIS.
Here we provide an overview of the GEDI mission. We first discuss its
scientific goals and objectives and explain its rationale within a context of
the scientific importance of ecosystem structure for the main application
areas of GEDI: land surface carbon balance and biodiversity. We next
provide an outline of GEDI mission implementation, including its science
and measurement requirements and describe how GEDI measurements
are used to produce its science products and their associated algorithms.
We then turn our focus to the key technical elements of the lidar in-
strument, including its specifications and measurement capabilities.
Lastly, we summarize the GEDI approach to calibration and validation,
both pre- and post-launch.
2. Science objectives and rationale
GEDI’s overall goal is to help advance our ability to characterize the
effects of changing climate and land-use on ecosystem structure and
dynamics. GEDI seeks to address three core science questions related to
this goal:
1. What is the above-ground carbon balance of the Earth’s tropical and
temperate forests?
2. What role will the land surface play in mitigating atmospheric CO2 in
the coming decades?
3. How does ecosystem structure affect habitat quality and biodiversity?
Trends in climatic change and non-sustainable land-use are dramat-
ically affecting the Earth’s environment (National Research Council,
2007). Quantifying land cover structure and dynamics is a prerequisite
for understanding and managing these challenges, and it is the horizontal
and vertical structure of ecosystems that are critically needed, especially
with regards to potential carbon emissions to the atmosphere from the
land surface (Dubayah et al., 2010).
Although fossil fuels contribute the majority of human emissions (9.9
 0.5 Petagrams Carbon per Year, or PgC/yr, in 2017), the release of
vegetation carbon from deforestation is the second largest source term
driving warming (1.4  0.7 PgC/yr) (IPCC et al., 2007; Quere et al.,
2018). (Note: here we intend “deforestation” to refer to disturbances that
lead to a loss of forests, such as logging and fire. Our use of “regrowth”
refers to areas which have been deforested but return to a forested state.
We include degradation, that is the incomplete loss of canopy cover, in
the above, but the ability of GEDI to detect degradation is still to be
determined). Global flux analyses suggest terrestrial ecosystems must be2absorbing roughly 3.8  0.8 PgC/yr (Quere et al., 2018), more than
one-third of the fossil carbon emitted per year. However, the location of
vegetation carbon sources and sinks are poorly known from either
existing inventory data or the remote sensing record but may have large
effects on climate forcings.
Relative to other terms in the carbon balance, the uncertainties
resulting from deforestation and subsequent regrowth are large because
we do not know the true magnitude of global forest biomass stocks as
they exist today. Improving knowledge of biomass stocks in tropical bi-
omes is particularly urgent because of the potential benefits from
reducing deforestation emissions. While area of deforestation can be
mapped using optical remote sensing (Hansen et al., 2010, 2013), lack of
information on forest AGBD limits the precision of measuring defores-
tation emissions (Houghton, 2003, 2013; Houghton et al., 2009). The
limitations in current large-scale biomass estimation and error analysis
have led to diverging estimates that must often be reconciled (Mitchard
et al., 2013). Attempts to estimate carbon emissions resulting from
pan-tropical deforestation using ICESat lidar observations and land cover
data achieve different results (e.g. see (Saatchi et al., 2011; Baccini et al.,
2012; Harris et al., 2012; Tyukavina et al., 2015)). A major limitation and
source of uncertainty is the sparseness of the lidar observations them-
selves, which prohibits accurate biomass estimation at fine scales (<10
km) (Houghton et al., 2010). For example, the pantropical maps of
Saatchi et al. (2011) and Baccini et al. (2012) were based on about 5
million and 3 million ICESat shots, respectively. In contrast, after its first
3 months on-orbit, GEDI has accumulated almost 200 million observa-
tions over the pantropical land areas.
Quantifying the future state of forests in the coming decades, that is
the carbon sequestration trajectory of existing forests and reforestation
and afforestation, is imperative for managing forests in the context of
climate change mitigation (IPCC et al., 2007; Pan et al., 2011). An inte-
grated modeling capacity is required for evaluating the role the land
surface plays in alternative climate mitigation and adaptation strategies
and accurately projecting carbon and biological resources in a changing
world intimately linked to human activities. Much progress has made
over the last decade integrating prognostic ecosystemmodels, such as the
Ecosystem Demography (ED) model and FORMIND, with canopy height
and structure derived from lidar at both local and regional scales (Hurtt
et al., 2004, 2010, 2016, 2019; Thomas et al., 2008; Knapp et al., 2018).
The great advantage of such initialization is that it provides the carbon
status and successional trajectory of the forest as it actually exists today,
rather than what it might be under some potential vegetation state. This
then enables the modeling of realistic stocks and fluxes under climate
change and land use change scenarios. What is needed are accurate and
wide-spread ecosystem structure data to enable high spatial resolution
modeling.
Lastly, ecosystem structure is increasingly seen as an important
determinant of habitat quality, and therefore suitability, as well as a
factor in species distribution, richness and abundance (Pereira et al.,
2013). The status of forest biological diversity at regional and global
scales is poorly known due to a paucity of canopy structural measure-
ments required for quantifying habitat (Mace et al., 2005; Secretariat of
the Conven, 2010; De Vos et al., 2015; Pimm and Raven, 2000; Pimm
et al., 2014; Bergen et al., 2009). At the same time, observational re-
quirements for vegetation 3D structure measurements from space using
lidar for biodiversity and habitat assessments are well established (Ber-
gen et al., 2009; Turner et al., 2003). Such structure is also a key element
of strategies that jointly optimize forest carbon preservation and atmo-
spheric sequestration while protecting and expanding habitat, say
through forest restoration to create corridors that connect forest reserves
(Brancalion et al., 2019; Jantz et al., 2014).
3. GEDI mission implementation overview and science
requirements
In this section we provide an overview of GEDI mission definition and
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observational objectives, and methodological approaches towards the
creation of data sets required to fulfill its science objectives and address
its science questions.3.1. Mission implementation
The GEDI instrument is housed on the JEM-EF (Fig. 1). GEDI mea-
surements are made day and night and are taken continuously over the
Earth’s land surfaces between 51.6 N & S latitude, covering the tropical
and temperate forests of the Earth. As with all optical remote sensing,
lidar observation cannot be made through dense cloud cover.
The instrument uses an active across-track pointing system to help
eliminate coverage gaps that result from ISS orbital variations. These
occur because the ISS is not maintained in a repeating orbit and can get
“stuck” in orbital resonances that essentially repeat orbital tracks and
result in large coverage gaps (Fig. 2). GEDI’s pointing capability also
allows it to target specific plot locations or other areas of interest to
within about 35 m. Over the 2-year mission, GEDI attempts to distribute
laser tracks methodically and as evenly spaced as possible around the
Earth, following a set of prescribed Reference Ground Tracks (RGTs) that
maximize sampling.
GEDI uses an advanced laser remote sensing system whose sole
observable is the returned lidar waveform (Fig. 3). From this waveform a
variety of canopy and waveform metrics may be derived such as canopy
height, canopy vertical profile and Relative Height (RH) energy metrics
(Tang et al., 2012; Drake et al., 2002) as well topographic surface
elevation.
The system is comprised of 3 lasers, one of which is split into two
beams (“coverage” beams), while the other two remain at full power
(“power” beams). Each laser fires 242 times per second. At any one time,
4 beams, each with footprint diameter of ~25 m, are incident on the
ground. Each of these 4 beams is then dithered every other shot across
track, to produce 8 tracks of data, separated by about 600 m across the
flight track direction within a ~4.2 km swath. For any one track, foot-
print centers are separated by 60 m along track (or equivalently, 35 m
from one edge to the next) because every other shot from a laser beam is
dithered (Fig. 4).
The nominal mission length is two years after its on-orbit checkout
(April 2019). Data are always collected over the land surface, but the
lasers are ramped down over ocean passes to conserve lifetime, collecting
only enough ocean data to permit precision orbit determination which
underpins the accuracy of final geolocation. GEDI uses its own Global
Positioning System (GPS), Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and infor-
mation from three star trackers that permit GEDI to georeference each
laser pulse to within 10 m (1 σ) (i.e. assuming a distribution ofFig. 1. GEDI is located on the Japanese Experiment Module (bottom left) of the In
module (bottom, GEDI shown highlighted).
3geolocation errors whose mean is zero, and whose standard deviation is
10 m) on the Earth’s surface.
The GEDI Science Team (GST) is responsible for delivery of all data
sets to the Land Process (LP) and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
Data Archive and Analysis Centers (DAACs) with specified delivery times
and latencies (Table 1).3.2. Level 1 science requirements
During its development, GEDI was guided by a process that linked its
science objectives to “Level 1” science requirements (L1). GEDI data
products must demonstrate that they are sufficient to meet these re-
quirements. The data products themselves, in turn, determine a tightly
coupled cascade of linked mission operations requirements, measure-
ment and instrument requirements, along with the definition of the types
of measurements, their characteristics, their required precision and ac-
curacy, and projected instrument performance.
GEDI has two L1 science requirements that define mission success.
Measurement and mission requirements all trace back towards achieving
these two requirements:
L1A: Acquire lidar canopy vertical profile data required to estimate
AGBD for the Earth’s global tropical and temperate forests at  1 km
resolution. At the end of a two-year mission, AGBD of at least 80% of
the 1 km cells shall be estimated with a precision (standard error) of
the larger of 20 MgC/ha or 20% of the estimate.
L1B: Acquire uniformly distributed transects of tropical & temperate
forest canopy vertical profiles from the top of canopy to the ground in
conditions of 95%–98% canopy cover, respectively for the coverage
and full power beams. Profiles shall have 25m spatial resolution, with
1 m vertical resolution and along track spacing of footprints <60 m.
These requirements were created to reflect two objectives: (1) pro-
vide data sets that enable the meeting of the GEDI science objectives, and
(2) fully constrain the engineering and mission implementation designs
such that these data sets may be created. The ecosystem science com-
munity has noted that accurate AGBD maps are needed at scales from
100 m–1 km, and that estimates of AGBD at these scales should meet a
precision of about 20% (Hall et al., 2011). A 1 kmmap of biomass, whose
vast majority of grid cells meet this precision of the mean, would
represent a significant advance forward and provide the most accurate
baseline map of carbon stocks to date. The constraint of 80% cells
meeting such a precision requirement reflects the reality of scientific,
environmental, and mission constraints that may limit achieving such
accuracies for every single 1 km cell. For example, persistent cloud cover,
or random orbital permutations may limit coverage in an area. Likewise,ternational Space Station (top left) and attached to the Exposed Facility of this
Fig. 2. Two weeks of GEDI orbital tracks (left). Each
line represents one track (around which the 8 laser
tracks are arranged). (right) Simulated spatial
configuration of GEDI tracks after a two-year nominal
mission length at the equator. Note the irregular
pattern of tracks which results from the ISS precessing
orbit. The GEDI PCS is used to fill-in between some of
the large gaps to provide more even coverage.
Coverage is worst at the equator and 50% of the tracks
have been removed to simulate the impacts of clouds.
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ABGD cannot be fully optimized by grid cell, rather they are optimized by
plant functional type (PFT) and region. Therefore, residual errors on any
particular cell may limit accuracy for that cell. Our experience during
mission development was that achieving a rate significantly beyond 80%
would have required a longer time on orbit to eliminate coverage gaps,
which in turn would require lasers that were capable of operating longer
without significant degradation, as well as certifying that other instru-
ment systems all could operate longer in the space environment. The
combination of these would have made mission implementation impos-
sible within the funding constraints. The long term performance of the
lasers is discussed in detail in Stysley et al. (2015).
4. GEDI data products and algorithms
Lidar waveforms quantify the vertical distribution of vegetation by
recording the amount of laser energy reflected by plant material (stems,
branches, and leaves) at different heights above the ground. From GEDI
waveforms, four types of structure information can be extracted: surface
topography, canopy height metrics, canopy cover metrics, and vertical
structure metrics. Signal processing is used to identify the ground within
the waveform. The distribution of laser energy above the ground can be
used to determine the height and density of objects (stems, leaves and
branches) within the footprint. The view geometry and active use of light
by lidar allows the ground to be identified through small gaps in the treeFig. 3. GEDI waveform. A near-infrared pulse of laser energy is fired towards the surf
footprint (shown at right). The returned waveform (shown on left) is processed to fin
From these metrics a variety of other products may be derived, including leaf densi
4canopy, enabling unsaturated measurements of much denser forests than
is possible with either passive optical or short wavelength radar systems.4.1. Data levels
GEDI science data products include footprint and gridded data sets
that describe the 3D features of the Earth. These data products are
assigned different levels (Table 1), which indicate the amount of pro-
cessing that the data has undergone after collection. Note that the term
“Level 1” as applied to science requirements is not related to the “level”
label of the data products.
4.1.1. Level 1: raw and geolocated waveforms
The raw GEDI waveforms as collected by the GEDI system are denoted
as L1A. These waveforms are geolocated and positioned properly relative
to the Earth’s ellipsoid after orbital and pointing analyses based on in-
formation from GEDI’s GPS and star trackers and stored as L1B data. L1B
are not yet processed to identify the ground or canopy height.
4.1.2. Level 2: footprint level canopy height and profile metrics
Thewaveforms are processed to identify ground elevation, canopy top
height, and the relative height (RH metrics) in the L2A data set. In L2B,
various canopy metrics are calculated, including canopy cover fraction,
total leaf area index (LAI), and the vertical foliage profile, that is, how LAI
varies with height from the top of the canopy to the identified ground.ace where it is reflected by leaves and branches within a nominal 25 m diameter
d ground topography, canopy height, and various relative height (RH) metrics.
ty profile, canopy cover and aboveground biomass.
Fig. 4. GEDI beam pattern. Note that the along-track and across-track distances are not to scale (across track distance is about 10x larger). At any one instant, four
laser pulses from the 3 lasers hit the ground. These are then dithered across-track to produce a complement of 8 tracks, with a gap of one shot along-track.
Table 1
GEDI data products. MOC ¼ Mission Operations Center. IOC¼Initial On-orbit
Checkout.
Product/
Data file
Description First Data
Delivery
After IOC
Data Latency Archive Site
GEDI00_Ba Level 0B
Instrument
Products
Within 24 h
of receipt at
MOC
Within 24 h of
receipt at MOC
LPDAAC
GEDI01_Aa
GEDI01_B
Level 1B
Geolocated
Waveforms and
Fitted
Parameters
First 2
months of
L1B released
at 6 months
4 months in
monthly
intervals
LPDAAC
GEDI02_A Level 2A
Footprint
Elevation and
Height Metrics
First 2
months of L2
released at 6
months
4 months in
monthly
intervals
LPDAAC
GEDI02_B Level 2B
Footprint Cover
and Vertical
Profile Metrics
First 2
months of L2
released at 6
months
4 months in
monthly
intervals
LPDAAC
GEDI03 Level 3A
Gridded Land
Surface Metrics
Populated
with first 2
months of L2
data at 6
months
4 months in
monthly
intervals
ORNLDAAC
GEDI04_A Level 4A
Footprint
Aboveground
Biomass Density
First 12
months of
data at 17
months
6 months after
global sampling
required to
meet L1
requirement
ORNLDAAC
GEDI04_B Level 4B
Gridded
Aboveground
Biomass Density
First 12
months of
data at 17
months
6 months after
global sampling
required to
meet L1
requirement
ORNLDAAC
a Note: GEDI L0 and L1A data sets are not released to the public.
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Level 3 products are gridded by spatially interpolating L2 footprint
estimates of topography, canopy height, canopy cover, canopy height,
LAI, vertical foliage profile and their uncertainties.54.1.4. Level 4: footprint and gridded aboveground biomass estimates
Level 4 products are the highest level of GEDI product, represent the
output of models and require the most post-processing. Footprint metrics
derived from the L2 data products are converted to footprint estimates of
AGBD using calibration equations. Subsequently, these footprints are
used to estimate mean AGBD and its standard error in cells of size 1 km
1 km using statistical theory. The process of producing footprint (L4A)
and gridded (L4B) AGBD estimates is described in more detail below.4.2. Demonstrative products
GEDI data enable the derivation of other types of products, which are
demonstrative for limited areas. The intention of these is to illustrate how
methods developed as part of GEDI may be used to create these products,
enabling downstream efforts for applying these to much larger, and even
global areas. In particular, the data products associated with biomass
change, ecosystem modeling, biodiversity and habitat are all demon-
strative products and not produced over the entire extent of GEDI ob-
servations as part of its official mission. Nonetheless, we anticipate that
such products will be made using GEDI data in the future.
4.2.1. Prognostic ecosystem modeling
GEDI height distributions are used to initialize the height-structured
Ecosystem Demography model (ED) (Hurtt et al., 1998; Moorcroft
et al., 2001). Once initialized, the ED model is capable of producing es-
timates of contemporary carbon stocks, carbon fluxes, and future carbon
sequestration potential under alternative land use and climate change
scenarios. Prior to GEDI, the model has been used extensively in a variety
of biomes and applications with heights initialized from airborne lidar
data (Hurtt et al., 2004, 2010, 2016, 2019; Thomas et al., 2008). The
GEDI prognostic ecosystem modeling demonstrative products will apply
the same model-data framework pioneered using airborne data to GEDI
data over a significant region of the world to illustrate the potential for
spaceborne lidar in large scale carbon model applications.
4.2.2. Enhanced height and biomass mapping using TanDEM-X
GEDI is a sampling mission and is therefore limited in the spatial
resolution of the grids (wall-to-wall) that can be produced. One way to
achieve finer, continuous spatial resolution is to combine these data with
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Aerospace Center (DLR) has focused on the use of the TanDEM-X data for
enhanced height and biomass mapping. TanDEM-X is an X-band inter-
ferometric SAR capable of producing estimates of canopy height and
structure using radiative transfer models. GEDI data are used to calibrate
these models to produce estimates of height and biomass at much finer
resolution than the 1 km grid GEDI produces by itself (Qi et al., 2019).
Additionally, when used within our statistical framework, this approach
allows for estimates where there are no GEDI data available, either
because of clouds, or through normal sampling variation.
4.2.3. Biomass change using fusion with Landsat
Landsat data have been used to provide a global record of forest
disturbance going back almost 30 years. GEDI data will intersect many of
these deforestation patches and provide an estimate of present-day
biomass. The biomass loss that occurred at the time of deforestation
cannot be measured directly, but may be estimated through a time-for-
space substitution approach such as that of Tyukavina et al. (2015)
who employed lidar-derived biomass and Landsat forest disturbance
maps to quantify pan-tropical aboveground carbon loss. GEDI biomass
change will also include regrowth and associated carbon stock increase
using disturbance history data. By examining forest loss and gain pixels in
tropical and temperate forests, as identified by Tyukavina et al. (2015),
an estimate of the net aboveground carbon balance between forest loss
and subsequent regrowth may be calculated.
4.2.4. Biodiversity and habit model outputs
Climate, productivity, habitat composition, and habitat structure are
primary determinants of animal distributions and habitat use (Huston,
1994; MacArthur and MacArthur, 1961; Whittaker et al., 2001).
Three-dimensional habitat structure, in particular, has been the focus of
recent interest since aircraft and spaceborne lidar have greatly improved
our ability to test hypotheses relating species distributions relative to
factors like vegetation height and canopy heterogeneity. Currently, many
global conservation priorities are informed by coarse, expert drawn range
maps (Pimm et al., 2014; IUCN, 2019). Using GEDI vegetation structure
measurements, MODIS derived indicators of vegetation dynamics, spe-
cies presence/absence observations, and databases of species traits, we
are developing habitat distribution models (Burns et al., 2020) for
threatened and endangered forest species which may significantly
improve estimates of endangerment (Schnell et al., 2013). We expect
integrating GEDI with a suite of other climate and remote sensing vari-
ables will improve assessments of conservation priorities.
4.3. Algorithm summaries
In this section we briefly summarize the algorithms used to generate
each data product. The physical theories, mathematical procedures and
model assumptions that are used in the creation of these data products
are described in detail in the Algorithm Theoretical Basis Documents
(ATBDs) https://gedi.umd.edu/data/documents/. These algorithms are
implemented within the GEDI Science Data Processing Center to create
the final data products.
4.3.1. Level 1
The Level 1 data includes Level 1A data, which are not publicly
released, that contain the raw return waveform data along with detailed
information on the transmitted and received waveform processing. The
Level 1B data product contains the laser transmitted waveform, posi-
tioned laser received waveform and ancillary information as described
next (Fig. 5). The first and last sample bins of the telemetered waveform
record are precisely positioned (geolocated) within a geodetic reference
frame defined by the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF)
(Petit et al. 2010). The geolocated heights are relative to the WGS-84
ellipsoid. The geolocation is computed using the altimeter laser ranges
to the first and last sample bins of the laser return waveform records, the6data from GEDI’s dual frequency GPS receiver for precise positioning,
and a three-camera head star tracker system where each head contains a
Micro-Electronics Measurement System (MEMS) with multi-axis gyros
and accelerometers for the computation of the precise pointing of each
laser beam. These 3 observations are combined using a variety of models,
algorithms, and corrections to determine the laser waveform geolocation.
These include the determination of the instrument position and laser
pointing within a consistent geodetic reference frame, the correction for
atmospheric refraction path delay, ranging and time-tag corrections, and
geophysical corrections such as ocean and solid earth tides and geoid.
Range is determined relative to the center of the laser transmit pulse,
defined as the center of a gaussian distribution with baseline mean noise
fit to the transmitted laser pulse.
At the time of publication, horizontal geolocation accuracy for cali-
brated final products is between 10 and 20 m and the vertical accuracy is
on the order of 50 cm. These error statistics are indicative of early
mission geolocation performance, with further improvements expected
through post-processing and pointing, ranging and timing calibration
updates. Note that the altimeter itself has 2 cm precision, and the geo-
location height error is dominated by the positioning and pointing error.
The post-launch calibration consists of an integrated residual analysis of
the returned waveform ranging observations. For GEDI, altimeter range
observations from ocean scans and “round”-the-world scans along with
dynamic crossovers are used to calibrate and correct the systematic
pointing and ranging errors in the form of biases, trends and orbital
variation parameters (Luthcke et al., 2000, 2005). The calibration pro-
cess is expected to reduce the geolocation error down to 8 m horizontal
and 10 cm vertical.
4.3.2. Level 2
4.3.2.1. Level 2A. L2A processing uses the geolocated received wave-
form L1B product and computes footprint-level elevation and canopy
heights. We compute canopy height by subtracting the elevation of the
highest detected return from the elevation of the center of the lowest
mode (“ground”) in the received waveform (Hofton et al., 2000). These
ranging points are identified during processing of the received waveform,
and first and last sample bin geolocation in the L1B product are inter-
polated to geolocate the ranging points. The received waveform pro-
cessing involves smoothing the signal to minimize noise, identification of
signal and noise sections of the waveform, and locating the center of each
mode between the highest and lowest detected returns in each waveform.
The L2A product also includes the height above the ground of each en-
ergy quantile in the received waveform (relative height metrics as shown
in Fig. 3) and are expressed as a height above the ground. An early,
on-orbit example of L2A data is shown below (Fig. 6).
4.3.2.2. Level 2B. The L2B processing generates the footprint-level
canopy cover and vertical profile metrics. We first compute vertical
canopy energy distribution by subtracting the ground component from
the received waveform. Next, we estimate the vertically resolved direc-
tional canopy gap probability of an individual footprint using the vertical
canopy energy distribution and ground energy (Ni-Meister et al., 2001).
The ratio of canopy to ground reflectance is also needed in the estimation
process. Its value is extracted from a gridded ancillary dataset, which is
initialized with constants over different biomes and will be updated in an
iterative way as GEDI observations accumulate (Armston et al., 2013).
Leaf Area Index (LAI) is calculated from the vertical distribution of
canopy gap probability (Tang et al., 2012). We ignore variations in leaf
angle distribution and clumping effects by assuming a random distribu-
tion of vegetation elements. Finally, we calculate foliage height diversity
(FHD) using the generated vertical LAI profile at each footprint.
4.3.3. Level 3
The GEDI L3 gridded Land Surface Metrics are derived from L2
Fig. 5. Actual on-orbit laser transmitted (left) and corresponding received (right) waveforms from GEDI. The elevation relative to the WGS-84 ellipsoid and range
from the center of the transmitted waveform to the received waveform sample bins are shown. Geolocated waveforms and ancillary parameters are given in the GEDI
L1B data product.
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value for each cell of a 1  1 km grid. The footprint spot quantities are
assumed to contain signal, having both a deterministic and zero-mean
stochastic part, and an additive error that is uncorrelated with dis-
tance. The concept is to linearly combine these noisy data in a way such
that the resulting signal interpolates are unbiased and have minimum
mean-squared error. This interpolation is a function of the determined
signal covariance, initially assumed to be varying only with distance, and
is constructed locally for each grid cell from the footprint quantities
themselves within a determined correlation length. Pre-launch testing
has shown that both Ordinary and Universal Kriging are adequate since
the domain over which the estimates are made is sufficiently small, and
the covariance is determined locally for each grid cell using data from the
grid cell and surrounding cells. For Ordinary Kriging, we assume the
deterministic part is a stationary mean.Fig. 6. GEDI data from one track acquired over Brazil processed to L2A. The L2A pro
and the center of each mode between these points, with the ground elevation corresp
figure shows the position (elevation) of energy quantiles (0–100%) for a waveform
canopy material) and light green indicates lower return energy (less canopy materia
figure, with locations of the highest return, lowest return (gray dashed lines), and cent
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.
74.3.4. Level 4
4.3.4.1. Level 4A. The L4A footprint data product is aboveground
biomass density (Mg ⋅ ha1) for individual GEDI footprints. Footprint
AGBD is derived from linear models that relate GEDI L2 waveform height
metrics to field-estimated aboveground biomass. The GEDI approach to
footprint model selection is data driven. Candidate models are stratified
by plant functional type and region, with natural-logarithm or square
root transformations on the response and predictor variables. These
transformations linearize the relationship between AGBD and waveform
height metrics, ensure that predictions are non-negative, and stabilize the
residual variance.
A challenge to developing globally representative models to predict
AGBD using remote sensing is the relatively small number of locations
available for algorithm training and testing. To overcome this problem,
the GEDI calibrations are developed using a waveform simulator tocessing takes geolocated waveforms and identifies the highest and lowest returns
onding to the elevation of the lowest mode. Each vertical green bar in the lower
along-track, where dark green indicates higher return energy (ground or more
l). The upper inset shows an example received waveform represented in lower
er of the lowest mode (red line) indicated. (For interpretation of the references to
)
Fig. 7. Unbiased footprint-level relationships between predicted and observed
AGBD in two combinations of PFT and region. The predictions are from
generalized linear models developed using waveform relative height metrics.
(A) Evergreen Broadleaf Trees in Australia; (B) Deciduous Broadleaf Trees in
North America. The percentage RMSE is 30.7%, and 38.2%, respectively. Solid
line is the one to one relationship.
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(Hancock et al., 2019). We produce thousands of training samples in
temperate and tropical regions by associating height metrics from
simulated waveforms with field-estimated AGBD. This extends previous
efforts by developing algorithms that are representative of a wider range
of ecosystem structural conditions than has previously been possible.
The GEDI footprint models represent four plant functional types and
all continents except Antarctica (e.g. see Fig. 7). The plant functional
types are deciduous broad-leaf trees, evergreen broad-leaf trees, ever-
green and deciduous needle-leaf trees, and combinations of woodlands,
grasslands and shrubs. The selection framework compares models with
different predictor variables, stratifications, and transformations to
identify models with the best performance that meet assumptions of the
algorithms used to generate the L4B 1 km gridded AGBD data product
(Patterson et al., 2019; Saarela et al., 2016; Ståhl et al., 2016).
A second challenge is ensuring that the GEDI models are transferrable
outside the domain of calibration. Even though the calibration dataset
contains simulated waveforms in more than 27 countries on six conti-
nents, important regions are under-represented, including the forests of
continental Asia and Africa, and the evergreen broadleaf forests
throughout the islands of Southeast Asia and north of Australia. To
produce GEDI algorithms that are robust to this kind of uncertainty, we
developed a cross-validation framework that explicitly evaluates model
performance outside the geographic domain of calibration, a principle
we call “geographic transferability”. The GEDI footprint models are
updatable as new calibration data become available. The first biomass
map will be created using the first 12 months of data, and then monthly
updates will be provided that include both newGEDI observations as well
as any new calibration data in subsequent versions.
4.3.4.2. Level 4B. GEDI will produce a map showing estimates of mean
AGBD at a resolution of 1 km or better for all latitudes covered by the ISS.
Accurate gridded estimates of forest parameters such as AGBD are crucial8for process models used to understand and predict interactions between
dynamic forest ecosystems and the atmosphere (Hall et al., 2011).
Importantly, mission requirements include corresponding estimates of
variance for these estimates of the mean, necessitating a statistical
framework and a formal process of inference. One of two approaches will
be used for each 1 km grid cell, depending upon how many
footprint-level (L4A) predictions of AGBD are available within the cell
(Fig. 8).
For grid cells with few or no GEDI measurements, a process called
generalized hierarchical model-based inference (GHMB) will be used
(Saarela et al., 2016, 2018). In this process, all of the L4A AGBD pre-
dictions in a 10 10 km area containing the 1 km grid cell of interest are
used to locally calibrate a Landsat-based biomass map for the cell, which
becomes the basis for inferring 1 km cell-level mean biomass and its
variance. GHMB variance estimators properly combine model uncer-
tainty from both the L4A process and the Landsat-based model. Future
work will explore combination of Landsat in this capacity with predictors
from other wall-to-wall sensors, such as TanDEM-X.
Once footprint-level (L4A) AGBD estimates are available from at least
two GEDI beam paths within a given cell, a simpler, single-stage esti-
mation process becomes possible, requiring no use of ancillary wall-to-
wall imagery. This process, called hybrid inference, frames GEDI’s
dense sample of biomass predictions in the sameway a country’s national
forest inventory treats its sample plots – as a designed sample where
every observation has an explicit probability of inclusion (Ståhl et al.,
2016). At the same time, hybrid estimation also accounts for the fact that
AGBD is modeled, not measured, fromGEDI observables at each footprint
(Patterson et al., 2019). Each beam path is conventionally considered a
cluster sample (Healey et al., 2012; Ståhl et al., 2011), and two or more
beam paths are needed to support hybrid inference because at least two
clusters are required to generate a hybrid estimate of variance.
The L4B product for each grid cell will contain estimates for the AGBD
mean and variance, along with information about the mode of inference
(GHMB or hybrid) and the underlying observations: number of foot-
prints, number of clusters, and parameters of the models used. L4A
footprint-level predictions can support hybrid and GHMB inferences for
areas larger than 1 km, or that are irregularly shaped or spatially
discontinuous. Estimation for such areas would occur in parallel to the
L4B gridded estimates, using all intersecting GEDI footprints.
5. The GEDI lidar instrument
The GEDI instrument is a self-contained, multi-beam laser altimeter.
It is comprised of 3 lasers, an 80 cm beryllium telescope and secondary
mirror, three star-trackers, a dedicated GPS, a pointing control system
(PCS) as well as detectors, integrated flight electronics, heaters and
cooling elements (Fig. 9).
The PCS provides cross-track pointing control over 5.6 to reduce
the significant measurement gaps that would otherwise result from the
ISS orbit variations (Fig. 10) that occur because the ISS is not maintained
in a repeating orbit (e.g. see Fig. 2).
A composite optical bench isolates the lasers, transmit optics, beam
dithering units (BDUs, discussed below), receiver telescope assembly,
IMU, and star trackers on a common bench to ensure on-orbit optical
alignment stability (Fig. 11). Two lasers are used at 15 mJ/pulse and the
third laser has a diffractive optical element that splits its output into two
coverage beams of 4.5 mJ/pulse each. Each laser is fired through an
external BDU that shifts the pulses 600m across-track on alternating laser
shots.
The telescope receiver system has an individual field of view (FOV)
for each beam that fiber couples the return pulses to their respective
detector channels, which use Silicon Avalanche Photodiode (Si:APD)
detectors. The detector’s analog signal is digitized at 1 Gsamp/sec with
12-bit Analog to Digital converters. The average daily data volume under
nominal conditions is 85 Gbits per day.
Fig. 8. Modes of inference applied to estimate mean AGBD for each 1 km grid cell (a). Hybrid inference will be applied in cells (b) with at least two beam passes
(treated as sampling clusters), while generalized hierarchical model-based inference, based upon models calibrated outside the cell which use wall-to-wall imagery,
will be employed in 1 km cells with few or no L4a footprints (c).
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GEDI implements the High Output Maximum Efficiency Resonator
(HOMER), a Nd:YAG actively Q-switched laser with a unique oscillator-
only layout employing Gaussian reflective optics and highly optimized
laser slab design (Stysley et al., 2015; Coyle et al., 2015). The HOMER
laser characteristics are as follows: pulse repetition rate of 242 Hz; pulse
width of ~15 ns (full-width half-max); wavelength of 1064 nm; output
power of 15 mJ; and single gaussian spatial mode. The HOMER design
has completed lifetime testing in excess of 20 billion shots with negligible
degradation.Fig. 10. GEDI pointing capability. Arrows show how the instrument may be
pointed off-nadir to target specific locations and to fill-in gaps in coverage that
occur from clouds and ISS orbital resonances.5.2. Optics
The GEDI optics utilize a beam expander (BE) with an 18X magnifi-
cation design producing a 56.1 μrad (1/e2) beam divergence, that gen-
erates a 23  2 m diameter footprint from the nominal 410 km altitude.
Risley prisms attached to the output end of each BE are used for bore-
sight alignment on the ground. A diffractive optical element (DOE)
splits 1 of the 3 laser beams into 2 coverage beams.
Each laser has a BDU located prior to the BE. The BDU is implemented
with switch crystals and a passive optical wedge to create two ground
tracks from each beam. Dithering is achieved by first actively switching
the HOMER laser beam between s and p polarization on alternating laser
shots. The s and p polarized beams then enter a passive, birefringent
optical wedge, sized and oriented such that the polarized beams separate,
and then the wedge redirects the two separated beams back together onto
the first optic of the beam expander.
The GEDI telescope is a light-weighted beryllium design, identical to
the mirror used on ICESat-2 (indeed, the GEDI telescope was the ICESat-2Fig. 9. The GEDI instrument. Abbreviations: PIU ¼ payload interface unit. FRGF
door open.
9spare). Because ICESat-2 operates in the visible spectrum, the coatings on
the GEDI telescope are not optimized for the near-IR, resulting in some
small loss of reflectivity at 1 μm relative to the visible. Refractive aft-
optics correct imaging over the entire FOV. Each beam has an instanta-
neous FOV (IFOV) that is fiber optically coupled to a detector. Each fiber
produces an IFOV of 315 μrad in diameter, allowing for a 129-μrad
boresight misalignment budget.
There is one detector assembly associated with each laser output
beam for the coverage beam and the full power beams each have two
independent detectors, 1 for each ground track. The combined inputs are
passed through the bandpass filter and sent to the detector.¼ grappling fixture. Middle diagram shows the instrument with the aperture
Fig. 11. The GEDI optical bench. Left figure shows rear of the bench, including the 3 laser transmitters, 3 beam dithering units (BDU), 3 star-trackers, 3 beam
alignment mechanisms (BAM), and the receiver telescope assembly (RTA). Right figure shows the front with the 80 cm telescope and BAMS.
Fig. 12. GEDI pre-launch link margin results. Each line represents a different
configuration of laser power and viewing conditions. A margin of 0 dB means
that the instrument would detect the ground for a canopy cover given where the
curve intersects the x-axis; for example, daytime coverage beam will detect the
ground underneath canopy cover as great as 96%. GEDI was designed to
penetrate 95% and 98% canopy cover with margin for the coverage and strong
beams, respectively.
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The GEDI instrument was designed to meet certain requirements on
data quality that allow for the generation of data products sufficient to
meet its L1 requirements. The key aspect of data quality is the vertical
accuracy of the lidar-derived canopy height profiles of vegetation
structure. To accurately capture the vertical structure of vegetation, SNR
(i.e., sensitivity) is crucial because the instrument must be able to detect
the weak signal from the ground in closed canopy conditions. Sufficient
dynamic range of the receiver (i.e., ability to see weak and strong signals
simultaneously) is required because a single waveform will contain a
strong return from the overlying canopy and a signal from the ground
below that can be 100 times weaker. Finally, sufficient vertical resolution
is required to distinguish and determine the relative height of vegetation
layers and the ground surface in each footprint. The GEDI design spe-
cifically addresses each of these factors to optimize measurement per-
formance. The horizontal accuracy of the geolocated footprint is critical
for data fusion and for the cal/val of the sensor data.
To achieve the sampling density and grid cell coverage required,
GEDI requires sufficient SNR to fully perform even under non-ideal at-
mospheric attenuation conditions. This was evaluated using a detailed
lidar link margin analysis (Hancock et al., 2019). The link margin is
measured in units of dB and quantifies the difference between instrument
sensitivity and the expected minimum return signal strength (i.e. how
weak of ground signal can GEDI detect under various atmospheric, solar
illumination, and canopy cover conditions). The link analysis was per-
formed with the following parameters: orbital altitude: 410 km; laser
output power: 15 mJ/4.5 mJ, atmospheric transmission: 0.6, surface
reflectivity: 40%, receiver efficiency: 75%, as well as other parameters,
for daytime and nighttime conditions. Solar background noise during the
day in the near-IR decreases SNR. ICESat data was utilized to inform the
model for atmospheric attenuation, surface roughness, surface reflectiv-
ity, and the like. Pre-launch analyses demonstrated that GEDI had suffi-
cient capability and performance margin to meet its measurement
requirements (Fig. 12).
The resolution of the range and height information derived from a
single laser pulse is determined by the bandwidth of the lidar system, i.e.,
laser pulse width (15 ns FWHM), detector bandwidth (100 MHz), and the
digitizer sampling rate and dynamic range (800 Msamp/s, 10 bits). For
simple, unvegetated, relatively flat surfaces where the returned wave-
form is gaussian, the range precision is ~3 cm.
The GEDI <25 m footprint size requirement was chosen for four
reasons: 1) based on the extensive experience with airborne waveform
lidar; 2) large enough to capture the entire canopy of larger diameter
trees; 3) large enough to ensure there will be enough gaps to allow
detection of the underlying ground; and 4) small enough to limit the
vertical mixing of vegetation and ground signals caused by surface slope.10Studies using airborne data have shown that 1 m height accuracy can be
achieved with 23  2 m footprints over a wide variety of terrain and
canopy conditions (Zolkos et al., 2013).
6. Mission and science operations
The GEDI Science and Mission Operations Center (SMOC) performs
all mission operations, science data acquisition planning and optimiza-
tion, computation and production of science data products, as well as
delivery and archival of mission Level-0 data and delivery of all Level
science data products to the NASA DAACs. The SMOC is located within
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center’s Science and Planetary Operations
Control Center (SPOCC).
GEDI command and telemetry, including engineering and science
data, are provided from the instrument to the ISS and downlinked
through the Tracking Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) to the Payload
Operations Integration Center (POIC) located in the Huntsville Opera-
tions and Support Center (HOSC) at Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC). Command, control and telemetry (including science data) is
provided through the POIC. Instrument command and control is provided
as GEDI Absolute Time Sequence (ATS) and Relative Time Sequence
(RTS) stored command loads. The SPOC also provides the stored load of
the Reference Ground Tracks (RGT) that will be targeted via instrument
active pointing. Instrument health and safety is monitored through
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Science operations consist of the Science Planning System (SPS) and
the Science Data Processing System (SDPS). The SPS uses ISS predicted
orbits and attitude to compute the Science Activity Timeline (SAT) which
includes instrument on/off and configuration setting for data acquisition
land passes and calibration maneuvers. The SAT also includes commands
for the Pointing Control System (PCS) as needed. As a companion to the
SAT, the SPS computes the RGT locations for PCS pointing and data
acquisition as a time series of Earth Centered Fixed (ECF) coordinates.
The SAT and the RGT are created each day and provided to the mission
operations to create 5-day instrument commands and RGT loads. The SPS
computes all RGTs that can be acquired for each orbit and computes a
nominal optimal RGT to be acquired in order to optimize coverage. The
GEDI Science Team receives planning products each mission week to
fine-tune and further optimize the RGTs for data acquisition. The SDPS
generates the science data products and delivers the Level-0 and higher-
Level data products to the NASA DAACs. The SDPS includes the
computation of precise positioning of the GEDI instrument along with the
post-processed instrument attitude and laser pointing solutions using the
GEDI star tracker system data. Lastly, the SDPS includes the complex
waveform processing for range computation and higher-level products.
The positioning, pointing and ranging are then used to precisely geo-
locate the GEDI waveforms, while the waveform processing supports the
higher-level data product production.
The ISS can present challenging environments for payloads during
mission operations. For example, GEDI has experienced greater than
expected blindings of its three star trackers. This is caused by glint off the
structure of the ISS which prevents the star trackers from seeing stars.
Pre-launch glint models did not accurately capture the true reflectance
surfaces leading to longer than expected blinding durations during
particular orbits. This in turn, hinders precision orbit determination and
increases the time required to determine the geolocation of footprints.
Additionally, operations by the ISS robotic arms and any payload they
may be holding may block star tracker views, sometimes for days.
7. Calibration and validation
The GEDI calibration and validation (cal/val) program has been
organized into pre-launch and post-launch activities. Prior to launch, cal/
val activities were focused on the acquisition and processing of data with
which to calibrate, test, and improve models and algorithms for appli-
cation to GEDI science data products. Central to these activities are the
GEDI Forest Structure and Biomass Database (FSBD) and the GEDI Per-
formance Tool. The GEDI FSBD implements a common framework to
standardize community contributed field and airborne lidar data across
the entire geographic domain of GEDI. These data are used to simulate
GEDI waveforms for algorithm calibration and are automatically collo-
cated with on-orbit GEDI data for validation. The FSBD encompasses a
broad range of tropical and temperate vegetation types globally (Fig. 13).
Its development was a complex effort spanning many different organi-
zations with airborne lidar observations acquired at 208 sites across six
continents (1,532,699 trees from 5646 plots) incorporated to date. The
GEDI Performance Tool links the FSBD with a laser link margin model
(discussed above), GEDI waveform simulator (Hancock et al., 2019), ISS
orbital simulations, and science data product algorithms to quantitatively
assess the impact of changes to mission configuration and algorithm
calibrations on sampling coverage and L1 mission requirements for
biomass.
Post-launch cal/val activities target further validation of the science
algorithms and assumptions, updating the calibration of any necessary
algorithm parameters, and evaluation of the accuracy of science data
products. Independent evaluation of footprint geolocation accuracy and
waveform fidelity are important early steps post-launch. This is required
to validate GEDI performance against design requirements, assess the
repeatability of the GEDI Level 1 and 2 product variables, and verify their
accuracy. The footprint level biomass pre-launch calibration strategy11described in Section 4.3.4 is continuing into the post-launch phase of the
mission as GEDI collaborative cal/val activities continue to expand. A
critical assumption of the Level 4B product algorithm is that the Level 4A
AGBD estimators are representative of the population to which they are
applied. To ensure this assumption is not violated, geographic regions
with a paucity of calibration data are a priority for evaluation and up-
dates to post-launch calibration of the Level 4A product.
Validation of GEDI algorithms and products rely on comparisons
using intra-mission and inter-mission datasets. Intra-mission compari-
sons use crossovers of GEDI ground tracks from intersecting ascending
and descending orbits. Inter-mission comparisons use recent field and
lidar acquisitions in the FSBD and a limited set of coincident ground and
airborne campaigns. The first dedicated campaign was in May 2019, with
flights by LVIS over tropical and temperate forest sites in Central America
and the USA, respectively. Three categories of data acquisition were
undertaken: (1) orbital underflights > 1000 km for all GEDI beam con-
figurations to underpin post-launch calibration and validation of Level 1
and 2 product algorithms; (2) eastwest transects > 1000 km to expand
the range of GEDI laser periods and day/night conditions sampled; (3)
large area (e.g., 100  30 km); and, (4) mapping boxes over established
ground monitoring sites with historical LVIS data (e.g., La Selva Bio-
logical Station, Costa Rica). Collectively, these acquisitions expand the
number of coincident observations from future GEDI orbits and existing
ground plot networks and provide reference data on long-term (>10
years) accumulation and fluxes of terrestrial forest carbon stocks.
Collaboration with the science teams from other missions, both NASA
and international, has been of significant benefit to the GEDI calibration
and validation program. One key example is the AfriSAR campaign
(Fatoyinbo et al., 2017), in which in situ and LVIS data coincident with
polarimetric and interferometric SAR observations were collected over
tropical forests in Gabon. Due to the challenging conditions for lidar
measurements, this has been a core pre-launch algorithm cal/val site for
GEDI and the prototyping of GEDI demonstrative products. Early on-orbit
comparisons of GEDI returns with data collected during AfriSAR have
confirmed its ability to measure the complex vertical canopy structure of
these forests (Fig. 14).
8. Concluding remarks
The concept for a spaced-based lidar optimized for measuring
ecosystem structure traces back nowmore than 20 years, to the first ESSP
mission, the Vegetation Canopy Lidar, which was never completed. Since
that time, numerous studies using airborne lidar, and the limited data
from the ICESat mission, have underscored the crucial importance of
obtaining three-dimensional information for ecosystems. Recognizing
this importance, the international terrestrial ecology community has
continued to advocate for an ecosystem lidar to meet increasingly urgent
research needs in carbon cycle science, biodiversity studies, and other
areas. GEDI represents a culmination of these long years of effort by this
community.
Observations from GEDI should help us better understand the
strengths and limitations of lidar as a technology deployed from space. In
particular, we should be able to gain considerable insight into the effi-
cacy of a set of instrument and mission design decisions that can be used
to inform future missions, as follows.
First, there is the choice of lidar technology. There are currently two
technologies in space at the moment, the near-IR waveform measure-
ments from GEDI and the visible wavelength photon-counting measure-
ments from ICESat-2. That we have both kinds of observations available
for intercomparison simultaneously from space is a remarkable occur-
rence. Secondly, there is the consideration of laser power. Stronger lasers
penetrate higher canopy cover, but this power must be balanced by issues
of laser lifetime, beam quality, power consumption and repetition rate.
There is also uncertainty about needed laser strength because we have
incomplete information about the true magnitude of canopy cover above
about 90% cover globally. GEDI observations should help clarify both the
Fig. 13. Global distribution of sites with coincident field and ALS data in the GEDI Forest Structure Biomass Database (FSBD). Each site has its own characteristics in
terms of number of field plots, public/private access and the number of simulated GEDI footprints (left panel). Original field plots were disparate in terms of plot
measurement protocol, size, shape, and stem or subplot map availability so have undergone extensive QA/QC and standardization for inclusion in FSBD. This enables
consistent use of all available data at multiple spatial resolutions (right panel).
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strong and less-strong lasers to penetrate these under a variety of solar
illumination and atmospheric conditions. There is further the issue of
footprint size and its relationship to canopy diameter and topography.
The GEDI footprint size was chosen based on our desire to limit the ef-
fects of topographic slope for canopy measurements, while also being
large enough to capture the entire canopy of large trees and provideFig. 14. Comparison of GEDI on-orbit waveforms with airborne waveforms from LVIS
the LVIS coverage. Waveforms show GEDI strong beam returns (in black) and LVIS r
the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
12suitable measurements for biomass estimation. GEDI should illuminate
both the impact of footprint size as well as the efficacy of a pre-
calibration strategy that avoids the requirement of stringent geo-
location to develop biomass calibration equations, while also providing
information on the quantity and quality of the needed ground data.
Lastly, we should develop a much better realization of the value of
sampling over large areas across-track and non-contiguously along trackover the AfriSAR site in Gabon. Map on left shows the 8 tracks of GEDI data over
eturns (red). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
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tions to better characterize local areas.
While the GEDI mission may be short-lived, it promises to revolu-
tionize our understanding of the role of ecosystem structure. Further-
more, the recent availability of data from other sensors contemporaneous
with GEDI on the ISS, such as ECOSTRESS, OCO-3, and HISUI (Stavros
et al., 2017) is a watershed moment in ecosystem science where the
simultaneous observation of structure, function and composition is now a
reality. Our hope is that GEDI sets the stage for more advanced lidar
concepts from space because GEDI is not the last lidar mission, it is simply
the next one.
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